JUNIOR

SCOTT 350 RACE ECE
JUNIOR HELMET

240562

The SCOTT 350 Kids helmets combines high end materials with cutting edge
construction. Without having to compromise junior riders can have a helmet that
looks good, feels good, and protects their head..
CONSTRUCTION:

shell

COMPOSITION:

styrene
SIZE: S-L

Injection molded ABS

Acrylonitrile butadiene

FEATURES

++ Removable, Washable, liner and
cheek pads
++ Highly integrated intake and exhaust
vents
++ Easy adjust visor

Sticker kit included.

black/red - 1042

black/green - 1043

blue/orange - 1454

SCOTT 350 PRO ECE
JUNIOR HELMET

240563

The SCOTT 350 Kids helmets combines high end materials with cutting edge
construction. Without having to compromise junior riders can have a helmet that
looks good, feels good, and protects their head.
CONSTRUCTION:

shell

COMPOSITION:

styrene
SIZE: S-L

Injection molded ABS

Acrylonitrile butadiene

FEATURES

++ Removable, Washable, liner and
cheek pads
++ Highly integrated intake and exhaust
vents
++ Easy adjust visor

satin black/orange - 4972

white - 0002

| 032

black - 0001
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JUNIOR

SCOTT 350 DIRT JUNIOR JERSEY
SCOTT 350 TRACK JUNIOR JERSEY

240915
240916

With the same great features and design as the 350 adult jerseys the kid’s version has been
scaled down to fit young riders.
COMPOSITION:
SIZE: S-XL

black/green - 1043
- 240916

100% Polyester

blue/orange- 1454
- 240916

FEATURES:

++ Dual layer V-neck collar
++ Raglan sleeve with padded elbow
++ Lycra cuff for a snug fit

black/yellow - 1040
- 240915

SCOTT 350 DIRT JUNIOR PANT
SCOTT 350 TRACK JUNIOR PANT

blue/red- 1105
- 240915

240923
240924

The SCOTT 350 kids pant combines tough construction with stretch and vent panels for comfort
no matter how intense the race gets. It features leather inner knee areas for added durability as
well as ribbed spandex in the knees to accomodate knee braces.
CONSTRUCTION: 600D Nylon, Spandex, ¾
mesh liner, leather inner knees, ballistic nylon
outer knee
COMPOSITION: 80% Polyester, 9% Rubber, 5%
Polyamide, 4% Buffalo, 2% Elastine
SIZE: 22-28

black/green - 1043
- 240924

| 048

blue/orange- 1454
- 240924

FEATURES:

++ Articulated pre-bent fit in rider attack
position
++ Ribbed Spandex upper knee
++ Stamped Leather inner knees for durability
++ Natural lower leg cuff
++ Ultra-light TPR’s
++ Nylon 900-D inner lining on knee leather to
eliminate knee brace wear

black/yellow - 1040
- 240923

blue/red- 1105
- 240923
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JUNIOR

SCOTT 350 DIRT KIDS GLOVE

240601

The SCOTT 350 kids glove is for the rider who wants dependable performance at an affordable
price. The glove features a spandex upper, a polyester palm, and a no-slip neoprene cuff for a
comfortable, yet functional feel.
SHELL FABRIC: Top hand Twill spandex
PALM: Clarino, Lycra trim, PALM: 60%Nylon,
40% Polyurethane, UPPER: 22% Polyester, 15%

Nylon, 8% Polyurethane
XS-L

SIZE:

blue/orange - 1454

FEATURES:

++ Slip on design
++ Single layer Clarino synthetic leather
Palm for maximum feel
++ Silicone Tacky palm and lever grip

black/yellow - 1040

SCOTT 350 TRACK KIDS GLOVE

240602

The SCOTT 350 kids glove is for the rider who wants dependable performance at an affordable
price. The glove features a spandex upper, a polyester palm, and a no-slip neoprene cuff for a
comfortable, yet functional feel.
SHELL FABRIC: Slip on design Single layer
Clarino synthetic leather palm for maximum
feel Silicone Tacky palm and lever grip, PALM:
60% Nylon, 40% Polyurethane, UPPER: 22%
Polyester, 15% Nylon, 8% Polyurethane
SIZE: XS-L

black/green - 1043

| 052

FEATURES:

++ Slip on design
++ Single layer Clarino synthetic leather palm
for maximum feel
++ Silicone Tacky palm and lever grip

black/green - 1043
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SCOTT 550 NECK BRACE

237807

The SCOTT 550 neck brace balances the individual needs of comfort, effectiveness and safety.
Adjustability ensures secure fitting and greater freedom of motion, optimizing the Leatt® protective
technology. The semi-rigid chassis is flexible and adjustable enough to fit most riders’ body shape,
while the structure remains rigid enough to help transmit energy during an impact.
CONSTRUCTION:

Fiberglass reinforced polyamide resin structure
Injected foam padding
SIZE: S/M, L/XL

FEATURES

++ Engineered snap-off thoracic strut
++ Full adjustability – sliding front and rear
adjusters
++ Removable pads to adjust the height of the
brace
++ Collar bone cut out section
++ Quick release closure

black - 0001

SCOTT 250 NECK BRACE

235877

The SCOTT 250 neck brace is a premium neck protection with an affordable price tag. Fiberglass
reinforced polyamide construction and Biofoam padding with fixed front and rear panels.
CONSTRUCTION:

Fibreglass reinforced polyamide resin
Carbon-fibre, reinforced with Kevlar®Shock
absorbing Biofoam
SIZE: S/M, L/XL
FIT: Premium

FEATURES

++ Engineered snap-off thoracic strut
++ Full adjustability – sliding front and rear
adjusters
++ Red hinges - easy identification for medical
personnel
++ Collar bone cut out section
++ Easy fit strap system
++ Crumple zone

grey/black - 1019

JUNIOR

SCOTT 550 JUNIOR NECK BRACE

237808

The Junior Neck Brace 550 balances the needs of comfort, effectiveness and safety by allowing
greater freedom of movement and adjustment. Specifically designed for adjustability ensure a correct
fit as junior riders grow, optimizing effectiveness and protection. Shoulder pads can raise or lower the
brace for a personalized fit while lowered side areas accommodates the smaller stature of junior riders.
CONSTRUCTION:

Fiberglass reinforced polyamide resin structure
Injected foam padding
SIZE: one size

FEATURES

++ Engineered snap-off thoracic strut
++ Full adjustability – sliding front and rear
adjusters
++ Removable pads to adjust the height of the
brace
++ Collar bone cut out section
++ Quick release closure

grey/black - 1019

| 074
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SCOTT JUNIOR NECK ARMOR

237809

The Jr. Neck Armor is the first of its kind, combining neck and torso protection for Junior riders. It addresses that young riders are more susceptible to chest, flank, shoulder, back and neck injuries. Pairing
established neck protection with new impact absorbing 3DF foam technology provides a comfortable
and well vented upper body protector.
FEATURES

CONSTRUCTION:

Fiberglass reinforced polyamide resin structure
of the brace
Absorbing rubber foam layer - 3DF foam
technology
SIZE: XS, S

++ Neck protection based on the 550 neck brace
model
++ Flexible neck structure
++ Removable shoulder protection
++ Large Velcro closure on chest sides
++ Vest built with soft, aerated and flexible
impact foam
++ Inner mesh fabric panel
++ Quick release closure

grey/black - 1019

SCOTT SOFT CR II JR BACK PROTECTOR

225600

The Junior SCOTT Soft CR ll back protector features the innovative D3O® Viper plate surrounded by
ventilated 3D mesh. The plate is low profile which makes it compatible with most neck braces. With
multiple adjusting straps the Junior Soft CR ll can be adjusted for a custom fit.
CONSTRUCTION:

D3O® Viper protective plate
Aerated 3D mesh
SIZE: XS, S
FIT: Regular

FEATURES

++ Removable, soft and ventilated D3O® back plate
++ Removable, adjustable shoulder straps
++ Adjustable sternum strap
++ Double elastic hipbelt

grey/black - 1019

SCOTT JR COMMANDER BODY ARMOR

237212

The Junior Commander Body Armor offers the same patented NECK BRACE INTEGRATION CONCEPT
as the adult version. Articulated plates on the back panel alleviate excess pressure and discomfort
when wearing a neck brace. The vented, articulated plates allow for the back of any brace to be worn
comfortably without interfering with the protector. It can be worn under or over the rider’s jersey.
CONSTRUCTION:

Articulated PE and ABS plastic plates
Absorbing rubber foam layer
SIZE: XS, S
FEATURES

++ Neck brace integration
++ Flex panels
++ Shoulder adjustment
++ Waist adjustment
++ Ratchet micro adjustable closure

++ Ultra vented and breathable with inner mesh
construction
++ Ultra-light and minimalist volume
++ Flexible and ergonomic pre shaped front
protector
++ Adjustable shoulder straps length with smart
Velcro system

black/green - 1043
black/green - 1043
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